
Enabling Science

The E-WorkBook chemistry extensions enable chemists to plan synthetic 
routes and store related information such as images and text files, calculate 
reagent masses, record procedure and safety information and search for 
chemical and related information from colleagues and external systems. 
Users can create SAR tables, predict physicochemical and biological 
properties of compounds, and generate virtual libraries – all in a searchable, 
secure and easy-to-use environment.

E-WorkBook Suite for 
Medicinal and Synthetic 
Chemistry
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Examples of E-WorkBook Suite’s key features applicable to synthetic 
and medicinal chemists include:

  •  Reaction drawing and stoichiometric calculations

  •  Property calculations and chemically intelligent spreadsheets to  
     view compound libraries and analyze chemical data

  •  Single and bulk compound registration

  •  Parallel synthesis library enumeration

  •  Industry-standard chemistry searching (SSS, exact, similarity,  
     reaction transformation, product/reactant, etc.) with full stereo and  
     tautomer support

  •  Ability to search for any experimental data (structure, yield, purity,  
     catalyst, spectra, etc.) 

  •  Direct integration with many industry-standard chemistry drawing  
     packages, such as ChemDraw and MDL® ISIS/Draw plus the ability  
     to cut and paste into E-WorkBook

E-WorkBook’s interface provides an easy-to-use drag-and-drop, copy 
and paste WYSIWYG interface enabling users to create experiments 
effortlessly. Searching for data is quick and easy, whether it is to find 
reactions performed previously by colleagues, experiments containing 
specific keywords, or to determine optimum reaction conditions to 
synthesize a target compound. Users can search experiments by 
structure, reaction conditions, yield, purity or any other term deemed 
important. 

The flexible stoichiometry table allows users to record any relevant 
information they need and assists with reagent mass, concentration 
and scaling calculations, automatically converts mass units and warns 
users about potential errors in their synthesis preparations.

Key Features

Customizable 
templates reduce 
calculation errors and 
improve safety
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Compounds can be registered directly into your preferred compound 
registration system, and task flow tools can be used to request 
analyses, experiment reviews and registration from other users 
– making communication with colleagues much more effective. 

Combinatorial chemists can build compound libraries using the parallel 
synthesis tools, and can easily create templates to visualize and 
analyze virtual libraries, as well as sourcing reagents from external 
databases and files.

E-WorkBook’s open approach to record creation means that any 
experimental, analytical or supporting data you wish can be added 
anywhere into your experiment write up – just like a paper notebook. 
Additionally, external applications such as IDBS’ PredictionBase can be 
plugged directly into the experiment editor, calculating IUPAC names or 
physicochemical properties as the experiment is written. 

Users can create, share and re-use searches including structure, 
reaction conditions, yield, spectral data and method information. E-
WorkBook also allows users to collate data from multiple experiments 
either for ad hoc reporting or for more in-depth analysis of experimental 
results.

E-WorkBook Suite is an integrated, cross-discipline compliant ELN 
system.In addition to its chemistry extensions, E-WorkBook Suite 
also offers a set of complementary biological experimental data 
management extensions that can capture any data type from disparate 
sources. This includes instrument data, LIMS data, statistical analysis, 
graphical data, and typical text-based observations that support in vitro 
and in vivo research in secondary pharmacology, DMPK, metabolite ID, 
bioanalytical, toxicology and safety studies.

Create, save and 
share searches for 
chemical structures, 
synthesis results and 
reaction conditions
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